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Description:

The Pisgah-Sight of Palestine is a significant work by Thomas Fuller, an English churchman and historian,
first published in 1650. This book combines geography, biblical history, and personal observation to
provide a detailed view of the Holy Land as understood in the 17th century, alongside a narrative of the
historical events of the Bible that took place there. Written during a period of forced exile under Oliver
Cromwell's rule, this work reflects Fuller's moderate religious views and his tolerance towards unorthodox
groups, positions that were under attack by the Puritans of his time.
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The title A Pisgah-Sight of Palestine is inspired by the biblical Mount Pisgah, from which Moses was
granted his first and only view of the Promised Land. Thomas Fuller (1608-1661), a loyalist English
clergyman, scholar, and writer, was celebrated for his preaching and renowned for his wit. Through this
work, Fuller sought to provide a detailed description of the Promised Land, blending his deep religious
convictions with a scholarly approach to geography and history.

The book is distinguished by its inclusion of a full-sized folding map of the Holy Land and double-page
maps detailing the territories belonging to the Twelve Tribes of Israel. Fuller modeled these maps on the
work of Christian van Adrichom, a 16th-century Dutch priest and surveyor known for his detailed
cartographic representations of biblical lands. Fuller's maps are notable for their decorative elements and
aesthetic touches, featuring cartouches, embellishments, and illustrations that, while aiming for precision,
also serve to beautify the text.

Despite the decorative nature of the maps and the quaintness perceived in Fuller's pious approach, "A
Pisgah-Sight of Palestine" stands out as a significant contribution to English biblical scholarship. It
represents the first earnest English effort to convey the geography of the Holy Land through both text and
maps, predating the many Bible atlases. Fuller's reliance on biblical and classical sources to inform his
descriptions demonstrates a dedication to accuracy and detail, making his work an invaluable resource for
understanding how the geography of the Holy Land was conceptualized in the 17th century.

Provenance

John Hunt, his ink inscription, dated 1702, on letterpress title.
Martha Bartlett, early ink inscription on engraved title "...her Book gave me by my Aunt Hunt it haveing
been her sons im' John Hunt mercer in Stratford upon Avon Warwickshire.
Harold E. Matthews, his book label on front pastedown.

Detailed Condition:
Large quarto. Contemporary calf, covers blind-ruled, rebacked utilizing original morocco title label. 29
engraved plates, maps, and plans, one folding and the rest double-page. Erratically paginated, but
matching the Folger copy and complete: [8], 24, 29-48 p., 49-50 leaves, 55-67, [1], 73-86, 91-98, 103-116,
121-166, 171-178, 183-202, 207-222, 227-236, 241-262, 267-288, 293-308, 313-350, 355-374, 379-392 p.,
393-395 leaves, p. 397, [1], 397-404, 409-439, [1], p. 434, [1], 38, 43-60, 65-72, 77-92, 97-118, 123-202,
[18] p. (Upper left blank margin of engraved Lector plate excised and reinstated with old paper. Some
minor dampstaining.)


